
 

                     
                                                                                                                                 

 

A message to all employees: We see you. We value you. We care about you  

We have been in this pandemic since March 2020 and we continue to fight this pandemic.  

COVID-19 has placed everyone under immense pressure, feelings of compassion fatigue, burnout, stress, insomnia, anxiety 

and depression are becoming increasingly common amongst our employees. Many of you have lost colleagues and loved 

ones due to COVID-19.  

It is important for all health care workers to realise the following: recognise that you are performing a crucial role and 

doing the best you can with the resources available. We thank you for all your hard work during the first and second 

wave. We value you and appreciate you. 

The following are tips that you can use during this time to help you with your mental wellbeing: 

1 Keep boundaries between work and your personal life. 

2 Connect to nature whenever possible and keep doing physical activities 

3 Find someone at work to connect with each day and share your emotions. 

4 
Increase your sense of control by maintaining a daily routine. If you catch yourself saying you are unable to practice self-

care, pause, and choose a new mindset. Taking care of yourself means that you are better able to take care of others. 

5 Find time to “Pause”: stop to intentionally recharge your mental batteries. 

6 
Take breaks from watching, reading, or listening to the news and social media. Hearing about the pandemic can be 

mentally exhausting, especially since you are working with people directly affected by it. 

7 
If you are being treated for a mental health condition, continue with your treatment and talk to your provider if you 

experience new or worsening symptoms. 

8 Practise breathing techniques. Diaphragmatic breathing can effectively calm and refresh your nervous system. 



 

                     
                                                                                                                                 

 

Tips for Managers to create a psychologically safe workplace.  

1 Practise self-care so that you are able to support those in your span of care. 

2 Use genuine check-ins and encourage people to show vulnerability, express how they feel and who they are. 

3 Connect more with employees, by using deep listening, asking questions, and to be empathetic in your dialogues. 

4 Focus more on opportunities, less on problems. 

5 
Allow yourselves to admit that you will not always know if you are making the correct decision but ultimately you still 

have to make decisions. 

6 

Create intentional spaces for employees to “Pause”, for example creating a space where employees can talk about 

emotional turmoil they are experiencing and having check-ins with all employees in your span of care. Allowing and 

creating opportunities in the workplace for employees to take intentional breaks where they can recharge physically and 

emotionally. Acknowledging and allowing employees to grieve loved ones. 

Contact your EHWP on 0800 611 093 for any psycho-social support you require. 
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